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Spaceship earth has limited
resources.  Our future depends on

what we do with what we have left.

The philosophy of natural spaces domes is
to encourage people to stop building
resource depleting houses, whose designs
are based on the last 100 years.

Instead, we want people to start building an
inspiring, personal living environment,
designed for the next 100 years. A century in
which intelligent, innovative housing
decisions, like our natural spaces domes, will
provide a benefit for the earth and its
inhabitants.

Buckminster “Bucky” Fuller has to be given
credit for the early development and
promotion of the Geodesic Dome, starting in
the 40’s. His design team created
spectacular, huge Dome enclosures for many
uses. He was a prolific inventor, teacher and
consummate lecturer until his death in July
1983. It was a pleasure and honor to have
met him.

As, owner of Natural Spaces Domes, I have
been personally involved and committed to
the advancement of Dome homes since

1971.
I have come from generations of builders

and crafters. My house designing goes back
to 7th grade, a long, long time ago (1955).

My background includes 11 years as an
architectural designer and project manager
for Gingold-Pink Architects, working in Los
Angeles and Minneapolis.

Then in 1972, along with my late wife
Janet,  Ifounded the Big Outdoors People, a
Dome company that created over 350 Domes
in 6 years. In 1978, they formed Natural
Spaces Domes, completely revamping the
Dome system. They eliminated problems,
incorporated new, updated technology and
patented a simple, strong, easy to use Dome
building system.

Natural Spaces Domes are easy to build,
personally designed, healthy, resource
efficient and fantastically energy conserving.
Read on and learn.
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